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RICHIE COLE/ GREG ABATE QUINTET
September 15 at Gannon

The JazzErie Concert Season will
start on Saturday, September 15 with
a searing saxophone extravaganza,
the Richie Cole/ Greg Abate Quintet,
featuring drummer Carmen Intorre and
his trio. Cole and Abate, both bop-based,
internationally famous saxophonists, each
with his own unique voice, will combine
their talents with Intorre’s Clevelandbased rhythm section for an evening of
adventuresome straight ahead jazz. The
concert will be held in downtown Erie,
at Gannon University, Yehl Hall. Starting
time is 8:00
PM.

Richie
Cole, who
hails from
Trenton, NJ,
where his
father owned
a jazz club,
began playing
saxophone
at age 10.
While in
Riche Cole
high school, he was tutored by Phil
Woods. Cole played with the big bands
of Buddy Rich, Lionel Hampton and Doc
Severinsen, and worked as saxophonist
for Manhatten Transfer in the ‘80’s.
He has spent most of the past 15 years
leading his own bands.
His most visible and popular band
has been his seven-piece “Alto Madness
Orchestra,” which includes tenor
saxophonist Bobby Howell, trumpeter
Jack Walrath, Vic Juris on guitar and
others. Their latest release, “Richie’s

Rose Garden” (Jazz Excursion Records),
commemorates Cole’s stay-at-home
passion for gardening. Another athome activity: Cole and his wife give
an annual picnic in August. Last year
1,500 musicians and their guests came.
Performances included guests from
Russia, Finland and Germany.
In addition to at least six CD’s by
“Alto Madness,” Cole has appeared on
over 40 other recordings, with cohorts
ranging from Art Pepper to Boots
Randolph.
Cole is also an inveterate music
educator, giving frequent workshops
as he travels, and sponsoring an Alto
Madness Junior Orchestra for 10 to 16year-olds.

Heads Up International says of
Cole, “His live performances, seasoned
liberally with madcap humor that has
become his trademark, continuously
delight audiences that extend well beyond
hard core jazz purists.” Cole consistently
places high in readers’ polls conducted by
Down Beat and
others.

Greg Abate

Cole’s frontline partner, Greg
Abate, is already
known to many
Erie jazz fans,
having appeared
in Erie in a
special concert at
the papermoon

MEMBERSHIP
Chair John Kytic reminding you
that its time to renew your JazzErie
membership for the year 2007-2008.
If you have already sent in your
membership, read no further. If you
have not, please take the time now
to fill in the membership form on the
back of this newsletter and return it
to JazzErie, P.O. Box 8833, Erie, PA
16505, along with your check. You
will need a new membership card for
a reduced rate at the Cole/Abate and
subsequent concerts. You will continue
to receive this newsletter for another
month or two, then it will stop unless
you renew. We need your support!!!
THANK YOU.
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Jazz Erie
JazzErie is a community of music lovers and
musicians and, a membership organization dedicated
to sharing with children,
adults and one an-other
an awareness and love of
music, particularly jazz. JazzErie brings
toget-her people who want to listen to jazz,
learn about it, play it and just live it.

Check out our website at
www.jazzerie.com for complete
information on current and
upcoming events.
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restaurant in February, 2006. He wowed
the crowd and his musical cohorts with
his down-to-earth manner combined with
fine tuned musical sensibilities. Abate
also conducted a Workshop for aspiring
musicians and interested fans during that
visit.

REPORT FROM
MONTREUX

Abate also carries a substantial
resume. He turned 60 this summer, but
that doesn’t seem to be slowing him
down. He tours 150 days a year, and
just returned from a European Festival
tour which included Paris, Innsbruck,
Florence and Montreux, then on to a tour
of England.
Abate completed four years at
Berklee, then played lead alto for the
Ray Charles Orchestra for two years,
leaving to start his own group. He played
tenor with the reconstituted Artie Shaw
Orchestra in the late ‘80’s, then toured
clubs and began recording. His 2004
CD “Evolution” was nominated for a
Grammy. Abate is also an educator,
teaching at Rhode Island College and
conducting workshops and master classes
throughout the US and abroad.
Critics say: “Abate is not content
to rely on stock bebop riffs and standard
chord progressions. Rather, the sharp
angularity of his phrases and the often
startling pauses in his fast-moving lines
give his work a feeling of constant
invention and creativity”—Howard
Reich, Chicago Tribune.
“Greg Abate is one of the most
appealing saxophonists on the scene
today. He is mature with an abundance
of gentle self-confidence. The result
is that he plays music with sweetness
and daring.”—Jim Merod, New Jazz
Recordings.
Drummer
Carmen Intorre
is a newer
arrival on the
scene. He,
too, appeared
in Erie in 2006
Carmen Intorre at a JazzErie
concert featuring young trumpet star
Dominic Farinacci. Intorre is a graduate
of Julliard’s new Jazz Studies program,
and has already made a name for himself
by joining Joey DeFrancesco on tour,
including a gig on the Ramsey Lewis
TV jazz series as DeFrancesco’s and Dr.
Lonnie Smith’s accompanist.

Dave Hetrick could barely contain
himself. “It was unbelievable. Better
than we could have imagined. The kids
were terrific. We played two days. The
first day they were a little nervous. So
was I. The sound system was out of sight
– every band member was miked. I think
the drummer had five mikes. They’d
never experienced anything like that.
They played fine, but there was a lot to
learn. By the second day, everybody was
loose, the ensemble was together, solos
were relaxed and confident…the crowd
gave them a standing ovation.”

Hetrick, McDowell’s band director,
was sporting his black Montreux Festival
T-shirt (on the back, in bold white letters:
“PERFORMER,”) and couldn’t stop
talking. “The whole experience was
just unbelievable. You wouldn’t think
this was the same band you heard just
a couple of months ago. We rehearsed
twice a week until we left.
“Once we were in Europe, after our
tour of Paris, we were desperate to find
a rehearsal space and instruments. But
in Lyon, France, someone miraculously
directed us to a Jazz School, where
Continued on pg. 3 ....
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JAZZERIE
PERFORMANCE
CALENDER
Listed below are confirmed dates,
artists and venues for JazzErie concerts
for the upcoming season. MORE TO
COME!
Saturday, Sept. 15. 8:00 PM Gannon
University, Yehl Hall.
Richie Cole/Greg Abate Quintet with
Carmen Intorre. Two internationally
famous bop-based saxophonists bring
fluid, creative lines, musical maturity and
madcap humor, with a Cleveland-based
rhythm section.

they let us use their rehearsal hall and
instruments for very little money. So
we had two or three good hours. It was
a hot day, but an appreciative audience
gathered in the street below, outside our
windows.
“The venue in Montreux was
wonderful. They’ve been doing it for
forty years, and the festival goes on for
two weeks. We played outdoors in a
shell on the promenade that stretches
for more than a mile along the shore of
Lake Geneva. There are large buildings
(Stravinski Auditorium, which includes
the Montreux Jazz Café; Miles Davis
Hall; the Little Palace; two large hotels)
and between them are performance
spaces, including Vernex Park, where
we played. Behind the promenade lies
Montreux, and then the Alps.

Dave Holcomb, a band member
who provided the excellent pictures
accompanying this article, agrees that the
experience was extremely stimulating,
sometimes overwhelming when sleep
was short and the day long. Band leaders
and band members are very appreciative
of the financial and moral support they
got from JazzErie.
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Tickets: Adults $25, JazzErie members
$20, Students with ID $10.

Charles Lute, Collegiate Academy
band director, in his report to the JazzErie
Board, detailed the trip, which included
a tour of Paris, Lyon, the Festival itself
(highlighted for the band by their own
performance experiences), and invitations
from a number of other cities in Europe
to come and play there as well, which
they had to decline because of travel
plans. Lute assures us our credit is good
in Montreux. “People would come up
smiling and ask, ‘JazzErie? ‘JazzErie?’”

Friday, Oct. 12 8:00 PM East Erie
Turners Club Ballroom
Trumpeter Jeremy Pelt, Down Beat
International Critics Poll winner, recent
Down Beat cover story artist, with a hot,
electric band, “Wired.”
Tickets: Adults $25, JazzErie members
$20, Students with ID $10.

Saturday, Dec. 1
8:00 PM Mercyhurst
College, Walker
Recital Hall.

Sadly, this generation of the All
Stars has pretty much evaporated. Many
band members have graduated and are
in colleges scattered across the country.
Band leaders and parents are exhausted
and resources are depleted. “But…” says
Hetrick, with a little smile, “maybe in a
couple of years…”
by Dick Thompson

Exciting, versatile
guitarist Mike Stern,
whose work has
ranged from being
a member of one
of Miles Davis’ working bands, to an
integral role in the jazz-rock band “Blood
Sweat & Tears.”
Tickets: Adults $25, JazzErie members
$20, Students with ID $10.
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The
Jazz Line
www.jazzerie.com
PAPERMOON

455-7766
Live jazz weekdays 7 – 10 pm, Fri. & Sat.
8:30-11:30 pm, Sun. 5-7 pm
Sat., Sept. 1 Tri This
Mon., Sept. 3 Jackson Froman
Wed., Sept. 5 Kristen Lee Trio

452-2546
Music in Fountain Room (restaurant) is
from 8:30 – 11 pm. Minimal cover.
Fri., Sept. 7 Touch of
Class, Howard Hamme
& Stan Bialomizy
Fri., Sept. 14 John
Kytic Trio with Diane
Davies
Fri., Sept. 21 Gene
Leone and the Spa
Quintet
Fri., Sept. 28 Ken
Olowin, DJ

SCOTTY’S JAZZ CLUB
459-3800

Thur., Sept. 6 Lindsey Crews Duo
Fri., Sept. 7 Original Friday Nights
Sat., Sept. 8 TBA
Mon., Sept. 10 Jackson Froman
Wed., Sept. 12 Kristen Lee Trio
Thur., Sept. 13 Original Friday Knights
Fri., Sept. 14 May Giles
Sat., Sept. 15 TBA
Mon., Sept. 17 Jackson Froman
Wed., Sept. 19 Kristen Lee Trio
Thur., Sept. 20 Lindsey Crews Duo
Fri., Sept. 21 Original Friday Knights
Sat., Sept. 22 Jim Madden
Mon., Sept. 24 Jackson Froman
Wed., Sept. 26 Kristen Lee Trio
Thur., Sept. 27 Original Friday Knights
Fri., Sept. 28 Jim Madden
Sat., Sept. 29 Tri This

COLONY PUB & GRILLE
838-2162

Live jazz every Thursday:

Live jazz every Friday and Saturday
night from 10 PM to 1 AM. $5 cover.
Sat., Sept. 1 The Original Friday
Knights
Fri., Sept. 7 Wendell Barrett
Sat., Sept. 8 Alex Frankie
Sat., Sept.15 Mean Max

AVALON HOTEL, BILLIE’S
459-2220 x231

Live music every Friday & Saturday
night, 9 PM – 1 AM

BREWERIE at Union Station
454-2200

Live jazz some Thursdays and Saturdays.
Call for more information.
Sat., Sept. 1 Dave Callighan Trio
Sat., Sept. 22 BarretTone (Wendell
Barrett)

DOCKSIDER

454-9700
Sat., Sept. 8 Ron Yarosz
Sat., Sept. 20 B.E. Mann (Reggae)
Thurs., Sept. 20 Stratosphereous
(electric violin funk)

GINO’S BISTRO AND JAZZ
Colony Club House Band featuring
Gene Leone
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AREA EVENTS

EAST ERIE TURNERS

454-4466

Jazz Most weekends. 9:30 -1 am. Call for
more information.

ERIE
The Arts Council of Erie, National
Education Association and the Blasco
Library present: One Book, One Erie
and The Great Gatsby, a journey through
the birth of the great Jazz era. Professor
John Repp, jazz vocalist Lydia Marks,
the Erie Playhouse and Mr. Jerry Skrypzak
will host free workshops, discussions and
lectures for the community
Kickoff celebration: October 6, 7:00 PM,
Blasco Library, Hirt Auditorium. For more
information: onebookerie.org or contact
Holly Nowak at artscounciloferie.org.
FREDONIA, NY
Red, White & Blues Festival, Saturday,
Sept. 10 12:30 – 2:30 PM at Time Pieces.
Jazz Incorporated, with Lydia Marks,
Charles Ventrtello, Harry Jacobson,
John Bacon and Jay Willis.
MEADVILLE
Bosco’s Restaurant & Bar continues to
offer a Jazz Jam every Tuesday, 8 – 11
PM. Musicians are encouraged to sit in.
For more information, contact Dan Hallett
814/336-1580.
CLEVELAND
Nighttown Restaurant, 12387 Cedar
Rd., Cleveland Hts., OH 216/795-0550 or
www.nighttowncleveland.com
Thurs., Sept. 6, & Fri., Sept. 7 8 & 10 PM
$25 cover. Mose Allison. Legendary
vocalist, pianist and songwriter, with Dave
Morgan-bass & Roy King-drums.
Sun. & Mon., Sept. 9 & 10 7 & 9 PM
$25. cover. Terence Blanchard.
Trumpeter, Film composer, educator
(artistic director of the Thelonious Monk
Institute of Jazz Performance, now
relocated at Loyola University in New
Orleans, under Blanchard’s guidance),
Blue Note recording artist.
Tues. & Weds., Sept. 18 & 19 7 PM
$20. cover. The Bad Plus. Explosive
trio music from their new Heads Up CD,
“Prog.”
Weds., Oct. 17, 7 & 9 PM and Thurs.,
Oct. 18, 8 & 10 PM $30. cover. Joshua
Redman. Saxophonist, Nonesuch
Recording artist tours in support of his
new, critically acclaimed CD “Back East.”
Visit website for additional offerings.
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JAZZERIE
DISCUSSION GROUP
July 19, 2007

by Charles Ventrillo

It’s always amazing to realize that
the three saxophones we hear are being
played by one person, and the recording
is not dubbed. Roland Kirk is providing
the air and the fingers for all three horns
simultaneously. This is not a gimmick.
Kirk’s skill is authentic and his passion
is infectious. We listened to “Stompin’
Ground” from the album “Now Please
Don’t You Cry, Beautiful Edith.”
Awesome.
Don Swift selects some Western
music. No, not as in “Country and…,”
nor “Civilization,” but as in western
France: Bretagne et Normandie. Quel
une surprise! The eighteen French
musicians of the band “L’ Occidentale
de Fanfare” apply jazz sensibilities to
the traditional marching band music of
the region. Characteristics of the chosen
selection included an extremely complex
melody, wailing soprano sax or oboe in
the background, a very swinging tenor
sax solo, tuba rather than string bass
and one eighth teaspoon of Balkan nasal
exoticism. Could this be one of the
traditions which nourished the evolution
of jazz in New Orleans? There is a
doctoral thesis lurking here.
Ah, Wegman’s: rich brewed coffee
(buy seven and get the next one free),
the delectable bakery selection and the
welcome transition from the raucous,
cart-destroying, ceramic floor of the
produce departments to the barely
perceptible slick whoosh of Zambonied
linoleum for meats, cans and boxes.
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Hey, they have music, too. Jim Metzler
got lucky with a Miles Davis compilation
of “49 Original Compositions.” The
tune is “Ezz-thetic,” performed by the
Lee Konitz Sextet and composed by the
one-of-a-kind alto sax player, student of
Lennie Tristano. Where are the Konitz,
Tristano imitators? There aren’t any.
It’s just too difficult to develop
the virtuosity and personal “a
capriccio” approach of these rare
personalities.
In 1976, Rob McConnell’s
Boss Brass released its second
album. It contains a ravishing
solo feature b y Guido Basso on
flugelhorn. Worth the price of
the album is Basso’s interpretation of
“A Portrait of Jenny,” a multi-tempo
vehicle highlighting his tone, chops and
taste. Of the big bands devoted to swing
– as contrasted to Maria Schneider’s
masterpiece of tonality and voicing
– Boss Brass is boss. Thanks to Don
Schwab.
From Denny Zeitlin at the piano
and bassist David Freisen we hear an
insightful and singular approach to the
often played but seldom interpreted
“Equinox” by John Coltrane. John would
have been pleased with this sensitive duo
of superb musicians. It’s a 1999 offering
from Intuition Records and it’s titled
“Live At The Jazz Bakery.” Thanks to
Dick Thompson.
Bob Gross satisfies our trombone
habit big time with five trombonists
working out on the tune “Shortcake.”
Check out this slide roster: Steve Turre’,
John Alessi, Steve Davis, Robin Eubanks,
Andre Hayward and Douglas Purviance.
Hey, that makes six trombonists, get
another bucket. Great playing. The
album is “One 4J From Telarc.”
A trombone encore is provided by
Denny Kitchen: a Pittsburgh area monster
player by the name of Jim Pugh (pew).
He performs on the album, “Return To
Forever, Live,” with Chick Corea, of
course, and augmented with B3 organ,
two bones, two trumpets and two saxes.
Pugh is an outstanding performer with
this high energy version of Corea’s usual
quartet. The ensemble also includes a

vocalist and it’s a Columbia from 1977.
So much music, so little time.
Join us next time on Thursday,
September 20, 7:30 PM, Erie Art
Museum Annex, 20 East Fifth St. Great
recorded jazz, latest music news and
stimulating dialogue.

JAZZERIE THANKS THE
FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS
FOR THEIR SUPPORT
Gannon University, 109 University
Square.
MacDonald, Illig, Jones and
Britton, Attorneys, 100 State Street,
Suite 700.
Glenwood Beer, 2177 W. Grandview
Boulevard.
Mary D’Angelo Performing Arts
Center, Mercyhurst College.
Erie Art Museum, 411 State Street.
Glass Growers Gallery,
10 E. 5th Street.
World of Music,
1355 W. 26th Street.
Froess Pianos and Keyboards, 2558
W. 8th Street.
Romolo Chocolates,
1525 W. 8th Street.
Lynch Music, Rte. 9 & Rte. 20, 		
Fairview.
Erie Book Store, 137 E. 13th Street.
Raven Sound, 2617 Peach Street.
Edinboro University of
Pennsylvania, Edinboro
Penn State Erie, The Behrend
College, Wesleyville
Lake Erie Fanfare, 113 W. 10th
Street.
Coors Beer
Scott Enterprises/Ambassador 		
Center, 8040 Peach Street
East Erie Turners Club,
829 Parade Street.
Mercyhurst College, 501 E 38th St.
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WHAT IS JAZZ?

Dr. Allen Zurcher
Author’s note: As you read this, and
future articles about jazz appreciation,
please keep in mind this series is
designed to provide the reader with an
overview of broad general trends in
jazz. As a result there will always be
exceptions to the rule.
It is not clear where the term ‘Jazz’
originated. Its earliest documented use
in print is found in the San Francisco
Bulletin in March, 1913 describing dance
music full of ‘vigor’ and ‘pep’. When the
term came into wide use, it was employed
to describe a syncopated music played by
bands from New Orleans.
Specifically, the term ‘Jazz’ was used
to describe a broad category of music
which combined various genres of music
performed in New Orleans in the early
20th century. These genres included
western art music (classical), ragtime,
brass band music, hymns, as well as
music being performed by musicians
touring the black vaudeville and theatre
circuits. In addition, these various
musical forms were combined with the
concept of ‘swing’, the use of ‘blue
notes’, syncopation, ‘call and response’
brought over from Africa.
The practice of ornamentation and
improvisation can be found in both
African and European music, although
the emphasis may have been vastly
different. Ornamentation in western art
music was largely used to emphasize a
note by surrounding it with other notes,
while African ornamentation (in this
context) is used to altar the color or
pitch of one or more notes through the
use of rasps, growls and pitch bends.
European influenced improvisations
may be described as mostly melodic and
or harmonic, while African influenced
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improvisation may be described
as predominantly rhythmic. These
rhythmic patterns and styles influenced
the development of ragtime and the
syncopated rhythms which were derived
from that style of music.
Between 1900 and 1920 in New
Orleans there was more music happening
than practically anywhere else in the
country (New Orleans had four opera
houses at the time), but a limited
number of musicians. So, many of the
same musicians played together on
different gigs, which called for different
styles and types of music. Many of
the musicians from different classes
of society worked together as well,
including classically trained European
musicians, Creole musicians, black
musicians, and white musicians. As a
result, they shared many musical ideas
which, under ordinary circumstances,
would be unavailable or inaccessible. It
is this unique melting pot of music which
led to the combining of African concepts
of rhythm, ornamentation, ‘blue’ notes,
and improvisation with the European
concepts of form (marches, etc.), scales,
ornamentation, and improvisation; which
led to the creation of what we now call
New Orleans style Jazz. Note: The
concept of swing was not introduced until
later in the evolution of jazz by Louis
Armstrong.
Now that I’ve discussed where
jazz came from I can move on to an
examination of useable definition of jazz.
The most common definition of
jazz includes the following attributes:
a swing feel, and significant portion
of the music is improvised. Let’s take
a look at the inclusion of a swing feel
first. The inclusion of a swing feel
works just fine until Miles Davis started
including elements of rock music in
his bands in the 1960’s in albums such
as Bitches Brew. Not only did Miles
use instruments associated with rock
music (electric guitars, electric pianos)
but he also implemented the straight
eighth-note feel of rock music within
his band. Generally, this genre (fusion,
Jazz fusion) is considered subgenre of
jazz, but it definitely does not swing.
The landmark Latin album released in
1963 by Stan Getz, Joao Gilberto, and
Antonio Carlos Jobim is considered
jazz, but uses a. predominately straight
eighth-note feel as well. Ragtime was a

precursor to traditional New Orleans style
jazz however; even though it is highly
syncopated if it is performed accurately,
it does not swing either. The concept of a
‘swing’ feel was an evolutionary process
which was not widely used in jazz until
Louis Armstrong adopted it several years
after the music initially became popular.
The second part of the definition
included many important exceptions
also. Many of the society bands in New
York City, such as the Paul Whiteman
Orchestra implemented a swing feel
in many of their numbers; however
the emphasis in the band was to
provide dance music for its listeners,
as a result there was little, if any,
improvisation. One notable exception in
the Whiteman Orchestra was trumpeter
Bix Beiderbecke. Although he was hired
as a featured soloist in the Whiteman
Orchestra, his improvisations were
generally short and did not stray far from
the melody.
Many of the dance bands of
the 1930’s and 40’s, including Guy
Lombardo and Glen Miller, had minimal
sections for improvisation in their
arrangements. One possible reason was
that the vast majority of their music
was intended for dancing. Many jazz
historians refer to this style of music as
‘Swing’ instead of jazz given that it does
not necessarily fit into the definition used
above. These bands are in stark contrast
to bands led by Count Basie, and Duke
Ellington where there was a much greater
emphasis on improvisation and writing
to showcase specific members of their
bands.
There are also many historically
significant recordings where
improvisation was not the focus of the
recording, such as the Miles Davis, Gil
Evans, and Jerry Mulligan collaboration
on Birth of the Cool, where the emphasis
was on the writing for the ensemble more
so than the improvisation. You may get
a better feel for this by listening to any
Swing band recording you may have
and comparing it to a recording of a jazz
combo. Of any given selection, how
much time is spent on improvisation in
each style? Is the emphasis in any given
recording on the ensemble or the soloist?
As you can see, the definition used
above although simple and straight
Continued on pg. 7 ....
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forward, does not hold up well under
close scrutiny. Next month I’ll take a
look at a couple more general definitions
of jazz and discuss the pros and cons of
each.
If you have comments or questions
about this, or other articles you may
email me at twofiveone@hotmail.com.
1 Alyn Shipton, A New History of
Jazz (London: Continuum Press, 2001)
1.

JAZZ-E

by Joe Curlett
Me, personally, I am partial to the
horn—saxophone; but don’t get me
wrong, the piano reserves a special place
as a classy, premier instrument, too. The
sax just expresses everything in music
that is near and dear to my musical
soul and appreciation. It also could be,
because in elementary school I had the
grand opportunity to learn the instrument,
but due to being under-weight I was
unable to carry it back and forth to school
for too long (smile).
There are beaucoup sax players
blowing their minds to extol the
instrument and bring their music
to levels of creativity beyond one’s
wildest imagination of appreciation. I
could mention the great John Coltrane,
or Cannonball Adderley, Grover
Washington, Jr., Kenny G besides David
Sanborn and Keith Washington or even
George Howard, Richard Elliott and
possibly Lester Young and yes Kirk
Whalum, These horn men are diverse in
style and improvisation but none-theless true saxophonists par excellence. In
short, they do get the job done, musically,
along with the other instrumentalists that
compliment and accompany them.
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At this juncture, I would like to
highlight two horn men that in my
estimation seem to be categorically
from similar “horn” schools of music.
Though really from different eras,
influences and orientations--Stanley
Turrentine and Boney James exemplify
a style and technique that ride the
waves of good tempo, bluesiness and
just plain ole smooth. These horn men
are great because they have mastered
their instruments and have carved out
a distinctive niche for their musical
expression. They blow for a purity and
render selections that truly are felt and
void of simple-mindedness but rather
pieces that honor their authorship and
earned stature. Turrentine’s signature
“Sugar” CD is all that, as well as Boney’s
“Sweet Thing” CD, is in a class all by
itself. Both CDs are timeless and deserve
repeated play on any occasion, as they
stir-up your saxophone rhythmic juices.
Turrentine, deceased, recorded
through different stages of musical
expression and during the periods of
many fantastic, super musicians. Boney,
on the other hand, is on the cutting edge
of a musical era that has transitional
tendencies but he has defined for himself
a stable and grandiose followership.
Both horn men employ the shrill sound as
a staple in their repertoire of techniques
along with clear melodic renditions of
cuts that do justice to the original artist.
Whether a sax lover or not, you
must agree, that this instrument brings
character and a musical dimension to the
cut that cannot be beat or overstated.
Want your upcoming performance or
special events listed in Jazz Line? Contact
me at 814/734-4344 or rwtqveta12191@
hotmail.com. Information must be
received by the 15th of the month
preceding publication (Sept. 15th for the
October issue). Dick Thompson, ed.
JazzErie performances are supported in
part by the Pennsylvania Council on the
Arts, a state agency funded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the National
Endowment of the Arts, a federal agency.
JazzErie performances are also funded in
part by The Erie Arts Endowment of the
Arts Council of Erie.

Jazz

On The Radio
WQLN FM (91.3)

The Source for Jazz
Monday thru Thursday
9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Jazz Flight - Rob Hoff

Friday
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Bob ‘n Blues - Al Lubiejewski
10:00 p.m. - Midnight
Deep Blue - Jason Gibbs

Saturday
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Saturday Swing Session
-Bill Garts
11:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Lush Life - Aubrey Dillion

Sunday
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Riverwalk - (Network)
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
“Jazz, Ballads & Blues”
with Al Lubiejewski
9:00 p.m. - Midnight
“Everything Jazz”
with Bob Protzman

Classy 100
WXKC-FM (99.9)
Sunday

9:00p.m. - 11:00p.m.
Jazz Tracks

wrie-am (1260)
Sunday

7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
Big Band Jump

wERG-Fm (90.5)
Gannon University
8:00 - 11:00p.m.
Dan Jones, “Mr. J”
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✁

Join JazzErie

Mail this Membership Application to:
JazzErie, P.O. Box 8833,
Erie, PA 16505-0833

Register Me As A: (check one)

Cost

q Individual
q Family
q Student
q Senior (65 or older)
q Senior Family
q (One member is 65 or older)
q Corporate/Business

$20
$35
$10
$15
$25

Date_ _________________
Name:____________________________________
Address:__________________________________
City:_ ____________________________________
State:_________________Zip:________________
Day Phone:_______________________________
Do you want to be notified by e-mail of an
upcoming event? _______
Would you be willing to serve on a JazzErie
Committee in the future? _______

$100

Fill out a Membership Application on-line at

www.jazzerie.com

Complete this Membership Application and mail to:
JazzErie, P.O. Box 8833, Erie, PA 16505-0833

You will receive an invoice to pay by mail.

E-Mail:___________________________________
Would you prefer to receive your newsletter by
email (Adobe PDF format)?________________.

